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Abstract—Performance of millimeter-wave (mm-wave) multi-

band orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) ultra-
wideband (UWB) signal generation using frequency quadrupling 
technique and transmission over fiber is experimentally investigated. 
The frequency quadrupling is achived by using only one Mach-
Zehnder modulator (MZM) that is biased at maximum transmission 
(MATB) point. At the output, a frequency quadrupling signal is 
obtained then sent to a second MZM. This MZM is used for MB-
OFDM UWB signal modulation. In this work, we demonstrate 30-
GHz mm-wave wireless that carries three-bands OFDM UWB 
signals, and error vector magnitude (EVM) is used to analyze the 
transmission quality. It is found that our proposed technique leads to 
an improvement of 3.5 dB in EVM at 40% of local oscillator (LO) 
modulation with comparison to the technique using two cascaded 
MZMs biased at minimum transmission (MITB) point. 
 

Keywords—Optical communication, Frequency up-conversion, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ILLIMETER-WAVE (mm-wave) multi-band orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) ultra-

wideband (UWB) generation and distribution over single 
mode fiber (SMF) link have become a potential solution for 
wireless access networks [1]. Distribution of UWB over 
coaxial cable is extremely expensive and over air is limited to 
a range of few meters. Thus, radio over fiber (RoF) has been 
considered as an excellent alternative solution for distribution 
of UWB signals such as MB-OFDM UWB. Future wireless 
with features of high data rate and open network architecture is 
desired to satisfy the increasing demand for broadband 
wireless access. On the other hand, unlicensed mm-wave band 
has been considered a potential wireless radio frequency (RF) 
carrier band for the future wireless communications. To 
achieve high capacity access networks, IEEE 8.2.15.3c and 
IEEE 802.15.3a were proposed for wideband personal local 
access networks. In IEEE 802.15.3a, 14 channels are 
suggested in five groups. Each group has three channels except 
group five which has only two channels.  
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A variable throughput from 53.3 to 480 Mb/s in each 

channel is suggested. In IEEE 802.15.3c, 4-channels OFDM 
mm-wave wireless using RF of 56-67 GHz band was proposed 
and can deliver data of up to 7.3 Gb/s [2]. However, in order 
to have mm-wave wireless communications we must have mm-
wave carriers. A straightforward way to obtain mm-waves is to 
generate them electrically, but very expensive and not cost-
effective. Alternatively, when RoF is used for the distribution 
of mm-wave wireless signals mm-waves can be generated 
optically. In other words, optical generation of mm-waves may 
lead to cost-effective solutions compared to directly electrical 
generation. One solution of optical generation of mm-waves is 
to use optical frequency multiplication (OFM) [3-5]. The 
principle of optical frequency multiplication is to generate 
high-order optical harmonics using an electrical to optical 
converter, such as Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) driven by 
an RF signal. Due to nonlinear response of the electrical to 
optical converter, many high-order optical harmonics are 
generated in the optical domain. Beating of two high-order 
optical harmonics or/and beating of high-order optical 
harmonics with the optical carrier at photodetecor will 
generate mm-waves [6]. In [6-7], transmission of UWB signals 
through single mode fiber based on IEEE 802.15.3a was 
experimentally demonstrated. An OFDM RoF system based on 
carrier multiplexing and interleaving for optical mm-wave 
generation and up-conversion was demonstrated also [8].  

In this work, we propose use of one dual drive Mach-
Zehnder modulator (MZM) biased at maximum transmission 
point (MATB). Then two strong second-order optical 
sidebands are generated with a frequency spacing of four times 
of the driving radio frequency to the MZM. Thus, this 
technique can be used for frequency quadrupling.  

A 30-GHz mm-wave with three sub-bands of MB-OFDM 
UWB signals is experimentally generated and transmission 
over 20 km of SMF. The performance of the system is 
evaluated in terms of error vector magnitude (EVM) versus RF 
and LO modulation index (MI) of the MZM and fiber length. 
Also, we investigate the impact of fiber Bragg grating filter. 
Experimental results are confirmed by simulation and 
theoretical analysis. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

The system setup for the performance evaluation of the mm-
wave MB-OFDM UWB over fiber is shown in Fig. 1. A 
continuous wave (CW) light from a tunable laser source 
(Anritsu MG9541A) has a wavelength of 1548.5 nm, linewidth 
of 800 KHz, relative intensity noise (RIN) of -155 dB/Hz and 
output power of 7.5 dBm.   
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A local oscillator (LO) sinusoidal signal of frequency 6.51 
GHz and power of -5 dBm is amplified by an amplifier with 
2.6-dB noise figure (NF) and 26-dB gain, and drives the MZM 
(dashed box in Fig. 1). The LO MI for the mm-wave 
generation, defined by mLO=VLO/Vπ, and VLO is the driving 
voltage of the local oscillator, where Vπ is the modulator’s 
switching voltage.  The MZM have switching voltage of 3.8 V, 
an extinction ratio of 28.5 dB and insertion loss of 6 dB. The 
CW light is injected to the first MZM, biased at maximum 
transmission (MATB). Thus, two strong second-order optical 
sidebands are generated and have a frequency spacing that is 
four times of the frequency of the driving LO signal, i.e. a 
frequency quadrupler can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2. Also 
to suppress the optical carrier Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) filter 
has been used as shown in Fig.2. Following the optical mm-
wave generation, optical single sideband modulation with MB-
OFDM wireless signals is implemented. Here we use an MZM 
to obtain optical subcarrier modulation with MB-OFDM UWB 
wireless signals, as an example. This MZM has an extinction 
ratio of 32 dB, half wave switching voltage of 5 V, and 
insertion loss of 7 dB, which is driven by an MB-OFDM UWB 
signal generated by an arbitrary waveform generator AWG 
7122B from Tektronix. The AWG 7122B provides MB-
OFDM compliant modulation with three WiMedia bands 
allocated at the center frequency of 3.432, 3.96 and 4.488 
GHz. The bit rate of 200 Mb/s is used for each band with 
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation. The UWB 
signal is amplified by a power amplifier of 26 dB gain. A 
variable attenuator (VA) is used to vary the UWB power input 
to the MZM. Optical subcarriers carrying UWB wireless 
signals are present on both second-order optical sidebands that 
are generated by the first MZM as shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Expermental setup for the mm-wave MB-OFDM UWB over 

fiber system. Optical mm-wave generation is used (dashed box) 
 
The generated optical signals are transmitted over 20 km of 

a SMF, with fiber loss of 0.21 dB/km and chromatic dispersion 
of 17 ps/ (nm.km). An erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is 
used to compensate for all optical loss and keep an optical 
power of 7 mW at the photodetector (PD). At the optical 
receiver, the optical signal is filtered by a JDS tunable optical 
filter, with bandwidth of 0.55 nm to reduce optical amplifier 
noise, and detected by a photodetector (Discovery DSC-740 
with 3-dB bandwidth of 35 GHz and responsivity of 0.65 
A/W).  

After photodetection, the generated mm-wave MB-OFDM 
UWB signals centered at 29.472, 30, and 30.528 GHz. These 
signals are obtained due to beating of the optical carrier at -
13.02 GHz with the UWB upper sidebands at 16.452, 16.98, 
and 17.508 GHz, which are carried by the optical carrier at 
+13.02 GHz. The generated mm-wave MB-OFDM UWB 
signals are amplified by an RF amplifier of 28 dB gain. The 
desired UWB signal is electrically filtered by a K&L bandpass 
filter (EBF) with a 3 dB bandwidth centered at frequency of 30 
GHz and down-converted to 3.432, 3.96 and 4.488 GHz using 
a Hittite HMC-CO35 electrical mixer driven by an LO signal 
at 26.04 GHz and 9-dBm power, as shown in Fig. 1. Finally 
the EVM of the transmitted signal was measured by a high 
speed real-time oscilloscope SDA 11000 from LeCroy. 
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Fig. 2 Measured optical spectrum after the second MZM (dashed 

line) and with used of FBG (solid line) 
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Fig. 3 Measured EVM versues RF MI for back-to-back, and after 20-

km of fiber transmission 
 
Next, we vary the RF MI of the second MZM and measure 

the EVM at different fiber transmission lengths as shown in 
Fig. 3. A minimum EVM of -19.5 and -18.8 dB is achieved at 
an optimum RF MI of ~4.3 % for back-to-back and 20 km of 
SMF, respectively. For RF MI of up to ~4.3% OFDM 
subcarriers suffer from relative phase shift due to fiber 
dispersion.  
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If MI is more than 4.3% the OFDM subcarriers suffer from 
both amplitude and phase distortion due to the combined effect 
of MZM response nonlinearities and fiber dispersion [12]. 
Moreover, when the optimum RF MI is used fiber transmission 
is further limited by laser phase noise converted RIN due to 
fiber dispersion and phase distortion induced by fiber 
dispersion in addition to increased optical amplifier noise due 
to fiber loss, compared to back to back mm-wave UWB over 
fiber [12].  

Figure 4 shows the QPSK constellation diagram for the 
back-to-back and after 20 km of fiber transmission. The good 
quality of the constellation is an indication of suitability of the 
radio over fiber technique for mm-wave MB-OFDM UWB 
generation and distribution. 

 

 
   (a)                             (b) 

Fig. 4 Measured constellation of QPSK mm-wave MB-OFDM for (a) 
back-to-back and (b) after 20-km of fiber transmission 

 
Additionally we investigate the impact of the LO MI of the 

first MZM by varying the power level from the LO driving 
source. The RF MI of the second MZM is fixed at ~4.3 %, the 
fiber length was set to 20 km and we observe the EVM at 
different LO power levels. In the experiments we increase the 
LO MI from 35 to 56% and observe that the EVM decreases 
from -17.4 to -19.1 dB as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Correspondingly 
we used the same set up to perform simulation by varying the 
LO MI from 30 to 120% and observe the EVM and the mm-
wave MB-OFDM UWB power level. 

It appears from Fig. 5 that when increasing the  lom  from 35 

to ~ 45% the EVM decreases from ~ -17.7 to -19.6 dB and 
stays almost constant for up to ~100%. Simulation shows good 
agreements with experimental results. Further increase of  lom  

will not improve the EVM. For very low received optical 
power ( 30%lom ≤ ) the system is limited by shot noise. For 

higher received optical power, the RIN becomes dominant 
source of noise then SNR becomes constant. 

 In addition, we show the performance comparison of the 
proposed modulation technique using MATB with 
MITB/MITB technique. It is clearly shown from Fig. 6 that for 
LO MI of up to 30% using MITB/MITB technique outperform 
than our technique due to the optical carrier suppressed. 
Conversely, when MI more than 30% is used our proposed 
technique has ~3.5 dB EVM improvement at 40% of LO MI. 
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Fig. 5 Measured and simulated (a) EVM vs. LO modulation index 
and (b) mm-wave UWB vs. LO modulation index 
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Fig. 6 Simulated EVM vs. LO MI for both techniques 

III.  CONCLUSION 

In this work, we experimentally have investigated the 
performance of mm-wave MB-OFDM UWB signal generation 
and transmission over fiber using a novel optical modulation 
technique for a frequency quadrupling. EVM has been used to 
evaluate the quality of transmitted signal versus LO MI of the 
MZMs.  
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It is found that proposed QAD/QAD outperforms 
MITB/MITB by 3.5 dB improvements in EVM at LO MI of 
40%. Also, it has been found that, the best phase difference 
between the LO driving signal is found to be 180 degree.  
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